
- While primarily working as a developer, I also assumed the role of team lead,
effectively guiding and overseeing a group of three web developers.
- Successfully developed and delivered websites and Progressive Web Applications
(PWAs) utilizing an array of technologies, including PHP, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Vue.js,
and SQL. This ensured highly functional and visually appealing digital experiences for
our clients and their target audiences.
- Leveraged the Unity platform and C# programming language to create mobile apps,
virtual reality games, augmented reality apps, and Kinect games. These solutions
offered immersive and engaging experiences, aligning with the evolving technological
landscape.
- Actively contributed to meetings, providing valuable insights and helping establish
new practices within the development team. This proactive approach facilitated
continuous improvement and innovation.

P R O F I L E

• HTML / CSS / JavaScript

• jQuery / Vue.js / React

• GitHub / GitLab

• Bootstrap

• Wordpress

• PHP / MySQL / MSSQL

• Amazon Web Services

S K I L L S

• English (Advanced)

• Turkish (Native)

L A N G U A G E S

A W A R D S

Best New Product
or Service of the Year
Stevie International
Business Awards
2018

Best App in Healthcare
Stevie International
Business Awards
2018

Geophysics Engineering
Istanbul University
2010 - 2015
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E M R E
D E M I R H A N

- Implementing new features, resolving bugs, and conducting code refactoring in two
significant projects. These projects are built upon Vue Framework and Nuxt, and I utilize
the TypeScript language to ensure robust and efficient codebase.
- Taking a proactive approach to enhance my skillset, specifically focusing on writing
comprehensive unit tests and implementing clean code practices. These efforts
contribute to the overall quality and maintainability of the software project.
- Embracing the Agile methodology, participating in regular scrum meetings, and
collaborating closely with cross-functional teams to ensure seamless project delivery
and alignment of objectives.
- Demonstrating a commitment to continuous self-improvement and staying abreast of
the latest industry trends and technologies, ensuring that I am equipped with the
knowledge required to excel in my role.

Emre is a seasoned software engineer with a remarkable track record of over 
12 years in application development, specializing in PHP and Javascript . 
Throughout his career, he has demonstrated proficiency in a wide range of 
frameworks and tools, consistently delivering high-quality solutions. Emre's 
experience working with esteemed companies has equipped him with the 
ability to engage effortlessly with diverse clients and teams of all sizes.

Known for his versatility, Emre considers himself a skilled full-stack 
developer and a dedicated problem-solver. His passion for tackling 
challenges enables him to efficiently drive projects to completion. Emre's 
expertise has been recognized by prestigious accolades, including receiving 
2 Stevie Awards for creating the best new product or service of the year.

With a proven aptitude for delivering exceptional results, Emre continues to 
thrive in the dynamic field of software engineering, constantly seeking new 
opportunities to contribute to impactful projects and drive innovation 
forward.

Lead Software Engineer
Ajans Digital | 2014-08 - 2021-08

During my extensive tenure at Ajans Digital, I played a crucial role in the development 
of multi-platform applications and advertisements on behalf of various esteemed 
pharmaceutical companies. Over the course of four years, I worked remotely with 
outstanding success. Notably, our client portfolio included prominent names such as 
GlaxoSmithKline, Roche, Bayer, AstraZeneca, MundiPharma, Takeda, Abdi İbrahim, MSD, 
Farmatek, Chiesi, and Santa Farma.

Senior Software Engineer
TUI Musement | 2019-09 - Present

As a Frontend Developer at TUI Musement, I have the privilege of being part of an 
organization that has significantly impacted my career trajectory. Working within the 
Agile Scrum framework, TUI Musement has provided me with an invaluable opportunity 
to contribute to a project of substantial complexity and scale, collaborating with a 
skilled team of 11 members.

W O R K  EX P E R I E N C E S



D-Smart Web Site
https://www.dsmart.com.tr/
D-Smart is a digital broadcasting
platform owned by Demirören
Holding, which was started in 2006
and put into service on February
10, 2007. Used Technologies :
Vue.js, Python

Glitch Studios
https://www.glitchstudios.co/
Glitch Studios explore new and 
immersive technologies, to create 
the next chapter in branding and 
marketing experiences.
Used Technologies : Wordpress, 
Advanced Custom Fields

P R O J E C T S

W O R K  E X P E R I E N C E S  C O N T I N U E D
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Junior Web Developer

Admin Bilişim | 2011-01 - 2011-07

At Admin Bilişim, I played a critical role in enhancing websites using the web-based 

tool called Workcube Catalyst. I collaborated closely with the team to identify and 

resolve workflow issues, while implementing new features to improve user 

experience. Key accomplishments include optimizing websites for increased customer 

satisfaction, implementing innovative features using JavaScript and Coldfusion, 

serving as a liaison between the development team and customers, and showcasing 

exceptional problem-solving skills through meticulous debugging.

linkedIn.com/emredemirhan

S O C I A L

• CAD Modeling & 3D Printing

• Arduino

• DIY Projects

I N T E R E S T S

• Photoshop

• Adobe XD

• Linux / Windows / MacOS

• Visual Studio Code

T O O L S / O S

Web Developer
Proje Calide | 2011-07 - 2012-06

Proje Calide held a prominent position as the leading agency in Turkey for creating 
high-quality content catering to children. As a valuable member of the team, I played a 
pivotal role in the design, implementation, and integration of 3D web-based games for 
renowned brands such as Cartoon Network and Algida. Some of my notable 

contributions during this period include:
Clients : Algida(Wall's), Migros, Cartoon Network, TNT TV, Clear, Alkoçlar Hotels 

- Leveraged my skills in PHP, Unity, CSS, JavaScript, MySQL, and SVN to create
dynamic website environments that delivered exceptional user experiences for clients
including Algida (Wall's), Migros, Cartoon Network, TNT TV, Clear, and Alkoçlar Hotels.
- Successfully developed new websites utilizing a robust MVC based PHP framework,
specifically Codeigniter, ensuring optimized performance and maintainability.
- Collaborated closely with game developers to devise and implement effective
solutions for score management and authentication within web-based 3D games.
- Demonstrated my technical prowess by creating a real-time competition website
using Socket.io and Node.js, enabling users to engage in live, interactive competitions.

Web Development Team Lead 
Buzz Dijital | 2012-06 - 2013-12

At Buzz Dijital, Turkey's pioneering social media agency, I was 
entrusted with the responsibility of establishing and leading my own 
development team. During my tenure, I accomplished the following:

- Led and managed a team of 5 highly skilled web developers, ensuring seamless
coordination and efficient project execution.
- Demonstrated my proficiency in utilizing Facebook API and Twitter API to develop
captivating web-based games and competitions, enhancing brand engagement and
social media presence for clients.
- Expertly handled SQL queries, effectively maintaining existing web applications by
addressing bug fixes, troubleshooting issues, and implementing new features and
modifications.
- Showcased my technical expertise by developing websites from scratch for two
renowned brands in Turkey: koton.com.tr and doguscay.com.tr. These projects were
built utilizing a robust MVC based PHP framework, specifically Codeigniter.

github.com/emredemirhan

- Leveraged innovative JavaScript libraries such as three.js to develop captivating and
animated websites, delivering exceptional user experiences.
- Developed high-visibility, AAA-title websites, emphasizing impactful design and
seamless functionality.
- Demonstrated expertise in developing, packaging, and thoroughly testing WordPress
themes, ensuring smooth integration and user-friendly content management for
clients

Senior Frontend Developer
Gen3 Creative | 2013-12 - 2014-06

During my tenure at Gen3 Creative, I held a pivotal role as a Senior 
Frontend Developer. My primary responsibilities revolved around developing 
websites that adhered to semantic web standards and achieving CSS coding 
excellence, capable of receiving prestigious awards from notable 
entities such as www.cssdesignawards.com. Notably, Gen3 Creative had a 
track record of receiving multiple awards for their exceptional design work.
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